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“The book of  Nature is 
written in the language of  

mathematics” 

    Galileo Galilei 



Is Mathematics a Universal 
Language? 



Anna Karenina 



Pythagoras Theorem 



Platonic world of  
mathematical ideas? 

 

�  Pythagoras theorem meant the same thing to 
Pythagoras 2500 years ago as it does to us today, 
and it will mean the same 2500 years from now. 

�  If  Pythagoras had not lived, someone else would 
have come up with exactly the same theorem (and 
many have!). 

�  Do we discover mathematics or invent it? 



Would Aliens Have the 
Same Math? 







Solaris–like intelligence 



Would Solaris be able to 
 

discover whole numbers? 



Counting 



But counting “similar 
looking” objects is not the 
only way to discover whole 

numbers! 



We can discover them 
through winding 



Circle wrapping onto itself  



�  Likewise, a sphere can 

wrap onto itself  multiple 

times — a way for a 

Solaris-like consciousness to 

discover whole numbers 

 

�  “Homotopy groups” (topology) 



Painting the fence vs. 
Paintings of  great masters  



Mathematics is a hidden parallel universe, full of  
elegance and beauty, intricately intertwined with 
our world. 

 

 

 

                             



“I have deeply regretted that I did not proceed 
far enough at least to understand something 
of  the great leading principles of  
mathematics, for men thus endowed seem to 
have an extra sense.” 

 

          —Charles Darwin     



Math as a jigsaw puzzle 





There are different continents 
 

of  Math 



Number Theory 



Harmonic Analysis 



Geometry 
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Langlands Program — a bridge between 

Number Theory  and  Harmonic Analysis. 

 

A kind of  “Grand Unified Theory of  Math” 



Symmetry 



Butterfly 



Vitruvian Man by Leonardo da Vinci 



Round bottle & square bottle. 
 
 

Which one is more symmetrical? 



�  Let’s look at the transformations that 
preserve the shape and position of  the 
object: 

 

�  For the round bottle, these are arbitrary 
rotations around the central axis. 

�  For the square bottle, only rotations by 90°, 
180°, 270°, and 360° degrees.  



Such transformations are called 
symmetries 

�  The round bottle has infinitely many 
symmetries (rotations by all possible 
angles). 

�  The square bottle has 4 symmetries 
(rotations by 90°, 180°, 270°, and 360°). 



Conclusion: 

�  The round bottle is more symmetrical than 
the square bottle. 

� What can we learn from this? 



Let’s look at all symmetries of  a 
given object 

�  For the round bottle, what are they? 

�  How can we represent them as points of  a 
geometric object? 



Let’s look at all symmetries of  a 
given object 

�  For the round bottle, each symmetry corresponds 
to a particular angle. So the set of  all symmetries 
of  the round bottle is the set of  all angles, that is, 
the circle: 



Each point on the circle corresponds to a particular 
rotation 

30° 



For the square bottle: four symmetries (rotations by 
90°, 180°, 270°, and 360°) 

� 



But there is more… 

�  We can compose symmetries: 

�  Given two symmetries, S1 and S2, we apply them 
one after another to obtain a new one. 

�  We call it S1 + S2. 

�  For the circle, this is just the addition of  the angles 
of  rotation. 



We have arrived at the concept 
of  a group of symmetries 

�  A group is a set with an operation, like the addition 
of  angles, satisfying natural properties. 

�  For example, the circle is a group. 

�  The four rotations {90°, 180°, 270°, 360°} also form 
a group. 

�  But these are just the first two examples of  groups. 
There are many more! 



Universality 

�  All “round” objects, such as bottles, round tables, 
columns, etc., have the same group of  symmetries: 
the circle (rotations by all possible angles). 

�  This is the meaning of  “roundness”! 

�  Likewise, all “square” objects also share the same 
group of  symmetries: rotations by the 4 angles 
{90°, 180°, 270°, 360°}.  



Another example 

 



Group of  rotations of  a sphere 

�  Each rotation is determined by the axis about which 
we rotate and the angle of  rotation. 

�  We have more parameters than for the circle group. 

�  We can again compose these rotations, but now the 
rule is more complicated than for the circle group 
(this group is non-commutative!) 



Group of  permutations 



Ubiquity of  symmetry groups 

�  Geometry 

�  Number Theory 

�  Harmonic Analysis 

�  Quantum Physics 
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